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Alert Production provides a world-public, near-real-time stream 
of LSST-identified transient, variable, and moving objects.
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Rubin has adopted a "VO-first" approach to 
services.
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We have committed to using IVOA standards wherever they reasonably fit our needs.  E.g.,
● TAP/UWS and DataLink (service descʼs) for catalog access; extensive UCD etc. annotations
● ObsTAP/DataLink/SODA for image access

We are contributing to standardization efforts to move things forward
● VOTable-in-Parquet, ʻhipscatʼ for spatially-sharded Parquet catalogs
● P3T for a new generation of service standards
● Providing input on DataLink, DAP, etc.

The story has been a bit less straightforward for alerts.
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VOEvent 2.0 did not meet Rubin's needs for bulk 
alert transport to brokers.
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Our 2018 Interop presentation summarized the major concerns:
● Rubin alerts are high volume & low-latency: bandwidth from the datacenter is the 

major constraint
⇒ An efficient binary serialization is necessary
⇒ VTP is too chatty for 10k alerts/39 seconds

● We need to embed cutout images in the alert packet

VOEvent solves a larger and more general problem and so sacrifices performance that 
Rubin requires for bulk alert transport.

https://www.lsst.org/scientists/glossary-acronyms
https://wiki.ivoa.net/internal/IVOA/InterOpMay2018TDIG/180529_IVOA.pdf
https://dmtn-102.lsst.io/
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Rubin has adopted Kafka + Avro for bulk alert 
transport to brokers. 
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Serialization: Apache Avro
Binary, strictly-schemaed serialization format
6x smaller than equivalent XML & 40x faster (de)serialization (Maeda 2012)

Transport: Apache Kafka
Distributed real-time message queue
Scales to trillions of daily messages
Stream consumers can replay topics as desired

These choices were made in 2018 and still seem defensible.
Kafka in particular continues to have broad utilization in industry. 
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ZTF has successfully used this stack since 2018.
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All seven Rubin-selected community alert brokers are currently receiving ZTF alerts via Kafka.

Patterson+19

https://www.lsst.org/scientists/glossary-acronyms
https://www.lsst.org/scientists/alert-brokers
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/abs/2019PASP..131a8001P/abstract
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Many community time-domain services have been 
developed recently, largely outside of VOEvent.
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HermesTreasure Map
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These developments suggest some community 
preferences.
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● Web-native APIs and services
● Modern development stacks and tooling
● Agility, rapid development, iteration, and experimentation

These concerns are largely disjoint from the technical challenges of Rubin bulk alert 
transport, and may suggest a community appetite for a broader reconsideration of the 
problem space.

Most of these services operate in a low-event rate regime where VOEvent's affordances 
for authorship and citation are quite relevant.
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The vision of interoperability that sparked 
VOEvent is more pressing than ever.
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Alert-producing facilities are flourishing:

ULTRASAT

UVEX

ATLAS

DESI & 
other MOS 
surveys 

Einstein Probe
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What might VOEvent 3.0 look like?
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An obvious and useful starting point would be to decouple the VOEvent data model from 
its serialization, and develop one or more modern serializations.

That could help solve Rubin's challenges with VOEvent 2.0, but that step alone seems 
unlikely to drive greater community adoption: Rubin-style alerts are only one (relatively 
simple!) corner of the problem space.

What are the carrots or "batteries included" that VOEvent can offer?

It seems valuable to build mindshare and consensus among a range of users and 
developers in the time domain ecosystem when envisioning the future evolution of 
VOEvent.
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